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This paper aims to explore the representation of black female bodies in art in the context of 

the history of slavery and economic exploitation in North America. I will engage in the history of 

Black body politics and the scripting of the Black body in order to reveal the embedded racial 

tendencies that infiltrate cultural practices and aesthetic realms of modern society. While art is 

artificial for it’s not real, perhaps its transient pseudo-reality is what precisely what makes art 

truthful. It is the raw depiction of our perception and our relation to the world through our bodies. 

Art can poignantly reflect the conditions of the capitalistic Western world and the issues that exist 

within it. This project therefore looks at how different artistic constructions are overburdened by 

historical tensions of race, gender and sexuality and how they respond to those unequal power 

dynamics in direct reference to Black female body politics. The product of history, particularly the 

history of socioeconomic oppression surrounding enslavement, rape, objectification has gained 

Black female sexuality many false representations. Systems of bodily violence and inscription have 

imposed substantial burden on Black women’s corporeality and identity in different ways, including 

enforced exotification, stereotyping, mythification and the representation of Black femininity as the 

pathologized Other. This paper strives to explore how Black female artists have wielded more 

control over their bodies and gained dignity within visual culture by debunking myths projected by 

white imagination and highlighting historical truths regarding economic and sexual exploitation.  

The Black female body signifies the countless terrors that have been imposed on her by the 

colonial projections originated from the institution of slavery, which has turned bodies into 

commodities by placing a capital evaluation onto them. The long and complex inhumane economic 

history of exploitative capitalism informs us about the context of the inscription of the oppressed, 

and how institutional machinery strove to degrade black female sexuality in order to preserve a 

hierarchy that favored the oppressors. The two most popular stereotypes that have been imposed on 



Black women to assert control over them have been identified as the passive domestic worker (the 

Mammy), and the chronically, unconditionally promiscuous Jezebel (Farrington).  

Historical context of how Black female body has gained this kind of false inscription can be 

traced back to white supremacist constructions that were used to justify and perpetuate domination. 

Historian Patricia Morton explains that myths surrounding Black female identities serve to justify 

white fears and alleviate status anxieties by projecting what is feared onto others, which is a practice 

that rationalizes oppression. The commodification of bodies that have been occurring before, during 

and well after institutionalized slavery is one of reason for the subjugation of Black female sexuality. 

Commodification occurs when entities that may not normally be considered goods get turned into a 

commodity. Slavery is the extreme case of commodification where human beings themselves 

become a commodity to be sold, bought and exploited (Marx). In order to uphold this kind of 

commodification that propelled their economy, white slave owners established many forms of 

sociocultural and political controls, including the false representation of the Black body. This paper 

argues that the work of Black female artists is a form of body politics that they engage in to alleviate 

the oppressive effects of institutional and interpersonal power that has burdened their bodies. They 

gain agency and control over their own bodies by creating corporal representations of themselves 

and their experiences.  

Second-wave feminist’s project surrounding body politics can be used as a paradigm in order 

to understand the inscription of Black female corporeality by white supremacist machinery. The term 

body politics refers to the practices and policies through which powers of society regulate the human 

body, as well as the struggle over the degree of individual and social control of the body. Michel 

Foucault suggests that bodies are instruments of institutions that only want to “propagate their 

ideological viewpoints” (sunypress). The body functions as a signifier of meanings imposed on them 



by subjectivities (Foucault). These subjectivities “discipline the body by policing and regulating its 

ontological modalities, and then by reconstituting the body in conformity with institutionally derived 

regimes of truth” (sunypress). The body is “acted upon, inscribed, peered into; information is 

extracted from it and disciplinary regimes are imposed on it; yet its materiality also entails a 

resilience, and thus also (potential) modes of resistance to power’s capillary alignments” (Foucault, 

146). The power dynamics at play in the larger society, in institutional practices of government and 

laws, and in exploitative economic productions affect the personal power that is negotiated in 

intimate relations. This kind of personal power usually takes place when certain bodies are marked 

as inferior and face what Adrian Piper terms “the groundless shame of the inadvertent imposter” 

(Piper), where the bodies of the oppressed people are exposed to public ridicule and accusation. 

Piper explains that such bodily subjugation happens in an astoundingly arbitrary way,  

“For this kind of shame, you don’t actually need to have done anything wrong. 

All you need to do is care about others’ image of you, and fail in your actions 

to reinforce their positive image of themselves. Their ridicule and accusations 

then function to both disown and degrade you from their status, to mark you 

not as having done wrong but as being wrong” (Piper).  

Oppressive myths and expectations surrounding body image represent the structural and 

attitudinal barriers that infringe on a woman’s rights and free agency. These structural barriers take 

place in the form of norms, traditions, social stereotypes and perceptions of others. They do exactly 

what Piper accuses them of doing – to mark you not as having done wrong but as being wrong. 

White supremacist criterion of worth and beauty therefore depicts Black bodies as “false,” 

“illegitimate,” “pathologized” (Piper). In their position of power and dominance, white supremacists 

constructed their own ideology which upheld a certain ideal type of human body, effectively 



excluding many other type. Such ideology placed constraints, stereotypes and violence on the bodies 

of those who did not fit within it.  

As African people were turned into commodities in the Atlantic slave trade, the Western 

imagination projected bodily differences to justify racial subjugation. Black bodies were inscribed 

with a set of meanings that have been socially constructed in order to “perpetuate the scripter’s racial 

ideology” (sunypress). This turned into an entire branch of “scientific logic” which reasoned that 

dark skin was at the negative pole in the dichotomy of white and good versus black and evil, and that 

broad facial features denote licentiousness and lack of intelligence. The sexual organs of Black 

women were credited to be the evidence for their excessive sexuality and depravity. This was a 

belief that was used to blame the bodies of Black women for their own sexual oppression. In order to 

justify their mistreatment of black women, white male imperialists continually degraded the Black 

female corporeality by creating a picture of black women as “inherently licentious” (Gordon-Reed). 

“Powerful apologists” for the institution long “claimed that black women could not be raped because 

they were so promiscuous anyway” (Gordon-Reed). In many historical sexual assault cases on Black 

female bodies, the Black women themselves were considered to be at fault for being so licentious 

that their rapes were inevitable. The portrayal of black female sexuality as inherently degraded “is a 

product of slavery and white supremacy, and it lives on as one of slavery’s chief legacies and as one 

of white supremacy’s continuing projects” (Gordon-Reed). Black female bodies were then inscribed 

with a set of meanings, which helped to perpetuate the scripter’s racial ideology and justify the 

brutal acts of assault and violence on the corporeality of the oppressed.  

Body politics involved the way power was enacted in sexual relations. Legacies of white 

supremacy is “interested in proclaiming the innate inferiority of Black bodies, but complicated by 

the irregularities subsumed in a profound matrix of desire and control” (sunypress). This matrix of 



desire and control ripped Black women off their own ability to be in charge of their bodies and 

sexuality. It denied them of the agency to consent. They were not granted the authority over their 

own bodies. The history of bodily violence bound Black women’s femininity in systems of brutal 

injustice and reinforced domination over them. Throughout the nineteenth century, rape “often 

surfaced as a subsidiary concern to achieve instrumental goals,” (Freedman) including the 

preservation of white supremacy and continuation of African American disenfranchisement. African 

American scholar W. E. B. Du Bois pinpointed the racialization of rape, including the representation 

of the racialized assailant and the racialized victim, as “the recognized method of re-enslaving 

blacks” (Freedman). As a form of control, white male elites have throughout time reinforced the 

association of rape as an act committed by a black against a white woman, in turn dismissing the 

possibilities of definitions of rape as an act committed by a white man against a black woman. 

Double standards of patriarchal traditions and racial ideology constructed to justify and uphold 

institutional slavery/segregation in post-Civil War America continue to infiltrate the American 

psyche, “place white men at the top of interlocking hierarchies” (Freedman). Race has arguably 

preceded gender in the general American cultural development in many ways, and racialized 

stereotypes have been formed again and again over time in order to reinforce the idea that whites are 

morally, intellectually, physically and socially superior. These stereotypes shape the American 

consciousness and the way it interacts with cultural artifacts and forms (i.e. visual art). 

The history of inhumane economic exploitation in America’s slavery has deeply affected art 

history. The tension surrounding the Black female body resurfaces in many aspects of Western art 

history, including the avoidance, underrepresentation and misrepresentation of Black female 

corporeality. The images of the unclothed Black female body “until recently has been the most 

stridently denied in museum art by African American artists, precisely because it is overburdened by 



historical tensions of race, gender and sexuality” (Collins). Nude representations of the female body 

have long been a central focus in Western art since it was constructed as a subject in ancient Greece. 

On top of that, the female body has been romanticized as beautiful but mostly only when it is a white 

female body. Western art’s obsession with the female nude is structured around the same racial 

hegemony that exists in socioeconomic history. The images of the unclothed Black female body are 

rare in comparison to the numerous examples of white female nudes in the larger categories of 

American and European art history. The Black female body, Collins argues, “could not 

unequivocally signify the promise of freedom, for she was already entangled in her abused flesh” 

(Collins) – abuse that has been imposed on her by the historical legacies of misogyny and racism.  

As a result of white supremacist legacies, embedded racial tendencies have been continually 

recycled and redistributed in mass-mediated cultural practices. It’s important to consider how 

“economies of the flesh” (Collins) – or in other words, the various markets for Black female bodies – 

have affected the creation and reception of images of Black women in Western Europe and the 

United States. Artistic depictions of the Black female nude in mainstream popular media and in 

canonical art are burdened with the paradigms that represent the Black female body in heavily 

problematic ways. Mainstream media, and much of contemporary culture often reflect a racialized 

sense of aesthetics that “position blackness in terms of grotesquerie while whiteness serves as an 

emblem of beauty” (Hobson). Looking at how race is enacted at the moment of the gaze is one of the 

ways in which we can begin to understand and theorize how historically contaminant ideologies 

have been used as a form of social control through visual and psychological institutions. The gaze is 

heavily affected by the social prescriptions that disprivilege racialized, politicized and commodified 

Black bodies. The gaze “suggests that there must be the presence of an Other;” it is “a tool for 

examining sites of obsessive desire that admit the visibility of difference, but remain troubled by it” 



(sunypress). The “Other” in this context in some ways refers to who is and what is alien and 

divergent from the norm (which is shaped by white male supremacist hierarchy) – the “Other” is a 

“mystification reduced to a fetish, by a hegemonic subject” (Saïd).  

The Otherness inherent in the gaze is also “inscribed in the perverse palimpsest of colonial 

identity” (sunypress), or more specifically, shaped by three factors: “the personal perceptions that 

accompany the gaze, institutional inscriptions, and the social consequences of institutional 

inscriptions” (sunypress). In an imperialistic world, the system of world empires propelled the 

development of a racialized Other. Imperialism has striven to create and maintain “an unequal 

economic, cultural and territorial relationship […]” usually solely based on the subordination of an 

“other” group of peoples from which resources can be taken and whose labor can be exploited. The 

process of justifying and facilitating the subordination of this otherized group. The creation of the 

other is done “by highlighting their weakness, thus extenuating the moral responsibility of the 

stronger self [the colonialist] to educate, convert, or civilize depending on the identity of the other” 

(Johnston). In the context of institutionalized slavery in colonial America, the marginalized group is 

the group of indigenous bondpeople, who are treated as property that may be bought and sold, 

captured and transported to the New World in the transatlantic slave trade from the sixteenth through 

to the nineteenth centuries. As mentioned above, the slaveholding power has come up with many 

tactics in order to reinforce domination, including this “paternalistic combination of hegemonic 

cultural control and violent discipline” (Camp), resulting in racist and culturally corrupt images that 

although false and misleading, have persisted throughout history. Within the interplay of race 

relations, “corporeal zones such as that of skin color and hair texture automatically evoke feelings, 

thoughts, perhaps anxieties, if they are resident or dormant” (sunypress). Hegemonic inscriptions 



“may influence an individual to begin to view the self as a stranger, as an obscure Otherized 

corporeal object, rather than as a familiar subject” (sunypress).  

The process of Othering constitutes the act of “emphasizing the perceived weaknesses of 

marginalized groups as a way of stressing the alleged strength of those in positions of power” (Saïd). 

White supremacists were incredibly interested in proclaiming the innate inferiority of Black bodies 

in order to maintain their domination. For long male-dominated societies “have liberally construed 

the notion of consent against women who complained about male behavior” (Gordon-Reed). The 

historical context of rape in America depended a lot on the interpretation of republican ideal of 

sovereignty. New principles of self-government that only applied to free white men and not to 

slaves, free blacks, Native Americans or women contributed to create a new hierarchy in which class 

and race divisions shape understandings of sexual assault. Ideologies about gender, race and 

citizenship assume that white men embody the ideal archetype of morality, and others who stand at 

the crossing of interlocking social categories are less fully human and to different extents morally 

depraved. For instance, individual rights of citizenship did not extend to include women partially due 

to the belief “that they lacked the self-control that was prerequisite for a virtuous citizenry” (EF, 54). 

Such biased perception imposes ideas about the defective will of women on interpretation of sexual 

consent, reinforcing free white men’s political advantages and protecting them from legal 

punishments of rape. As the meaning of rape was largely molded by assumptions of female 

complicity and privileges given to white male citizens, there were ideas formed about which women 

could give consent and which men could be rapists. Elite white men’s perceived honesty “worked in 

their favor when they claimed that women had agreed to have sexual relations with them” (EF, 56). 

Here I will return to focusing more deeply on how legacies of sexual violence have shaped 

the inscription of the Black female body. In post-emancipation South, sensitivity to women’s honor 



“confine[d] itself entirely to the women who happen to be white,” (Ida B. Wells), resulting in the 

dichotomous portrayals of the sexually virtuous white woman and the unconditionally promiscuous 

black woman. American society “marked certain women as being less virtuous than their elite white 

counterparts” (Freedman). Black women were treated as “acceptable sexual outlets” and considered 

“unrapeable” on the basis of “scientific racial” ideals about black women not having the moral purity 

required for sexual consent (Freedman). Unlike white women, enslaved black women “knew that 

their bodies were objects for use, and were hyperconscious of their oppression as women in a way 

that white women’s contradictory subject position in a racist-sexist hierarchy might permit them to 

evade” (Freedman). As black women’s bodies represented a physical materiality that the master may 

invade at whim, this materiality imposes on them an additional layer of objectification. Sexual 

misrepresentation of black women served “as a tool of psychological and physical intimidation that 

expressed white male domination” (McGuire).  

In Toward a Black Body Politics, Black feminist author bell hooks states, “The black body 

has always received attention within the framework of white supremacy, as racist/sexist iconography 

has been deployed to perpetrate notions of innate biological inferiority” (hooks). The white female 

body has for so long been identified as an erotic object, “canonized in the nudes of high art and the 

sex symbols of popular culture…” (Collins). John Updike has remarked, “A naked woman is, for 

most men, one of the most beautiful things they will ever see” (Updike). However, the body that 

Updike describes is “undoubtedly that of a healthy, able-bodied, white woman, her body rendered 

free of any identifiable markers of class or ethnicity” (Collins). Here the structures of inequality 

related to the body are evident. Beauty standards have been set up by these thin, sexualized, 

Western, affluent ideals, which reflect racial, gender and socioeconomic inequalities. Mainstream 

concepts of femininity and beauty are packed with the privilege that whites enjoy, although tainted 



and complicated by the implicit misogyny that underlies such objectification of the female body, 

even when it’s marked as “art” and “aesthetics.”  

As the socially constructed meaning of feminine beauty is based on this hierarchy of racial 

privilege, when factors such as class or ethnicity are altered, major shifts occur in the discourse 

about the female body. The “ideal woman” did not apply to Black women because the circumstances 

of slavery had prevented them from developing qualities that other women possessed and from 

devoting their lives to wifehood and motherhood, the proper roles for women. Black women were 

considered the antithesis of virtuous, beautiful European women. In other words, the Black woman 

as the Other was used to establish the boundaries for normative codes of the white female body and 

beauty. Black women were devalued not only because of their supposed racial traits but also because 

they “departed from whites’ conception of the True Woman” (Collins). The Black female body was 

a “pathologized body.” It reveals a struggle between constructed and projected versions of Black 

women’s bodies as devoid of the “beauty, innocence or purity” (Collins) by which white women 

were depicted. Norms of idealized white femininity resulted in the representation of Black women as 

the negation, the otherized and pathologized beings, within this structuring system. Within classic 

visual narratives and historical discourse, Black women have been represented as hypersexual, 

ignorant, and violent. Stereotypes such as the long-suffering desexualized Mammy, the primitive 

Topsy, the exotic Jezebel, the evil, emasculating Sapphire have infiltrated history. Their bodies have 

symbolized the most extreme sexuality imaginable – wild, insatiable, and deviant.  

It is risky to generalize racialized and gendered position for there have been different ways in 

which Black womanhood has been coded historically and geographically. However, there are certain 

threads that can be revealed about the imposition of the Western gaze in framing the black female 

body as spectacle and pathological. The iconic and denigrated black female is “the object of 



pornographic, scientific and ethnography looks that continually render her aberrant” (Fleetwood). 

Historical black female subjectification can be traced back to the production and representation of 

Saartjie Baartman as the “Hottentot Venus.” The South African woman was considered “so hideous” 

that she was displayed by an animal trainer at freakshows throughout early nineteenth-century 

Europe. She was “gazed at, heckled, objectified, caricatured”, “[emerging] from a cage on a 

platform, was presented as an animal to the European community” (Collins). Racial and gender 

coding reinforced the “commodity spectacle,” where a Black female body was forced to perform as 

aberrancy. French zoologist Georges Leopold Cuvier took upon himself to write about Baartman’s 

genitalia, depicting it as a symbol of “lasciviousness, sexuality and animal passion among Africans 

in general” (Collins). Because of his prominence, his writings came to be regarded as authentic 

description of the African woman in the European scientific circles. She was remembered as an 

“intensely ugly figure, distorted beyond all European notions of beauty” (Honour). This largely 

shaped the historical scholarship on Black female body, exemplifying how Western fantasies of 

black female savagery and exoticism have been projected on indigenous women’s bodies.  

Roderick Ferguson identified such representation of Black womanhood as part of the 

phenomenon “commodity fetish,” which he argued to be the result of how late capitalism has placed 

marketability and desirability on the Black body in order to hold them captive. Exoticism and 

eroticism were mixed together in order to represent the Black female as “an emblem of sensuality 

and an object of lust” (Collins) which reinforced whites’ sexual ownership over her. During the 

nineteenth century, a few European artists depicted sensuality and sexual availability of Black 

women. Charged and sensuous pictures of unclothed women enjoying each other’s bodies, painted 

by French artist Jules-Robert Auguste, served as a space for “private titillation and visual appetite” 

(Collins) for the artist.  



Here, I’d like to break away from problematic Western artistic representations to explore the 

other side of the spectrum: how Black women’s artistic attempts of exploring identity and history 

comment on the dominant social relations that were inscribed onto Black female corporeality. They 

strive to reclaim the Black woman’s sexual subjectivity from the gaze that has dissected and reduced 

it to “beast of burden and mechanism of labor” (Fleetwood). There has been abundant and elaborate 

mythology that has been assigned to African women. Yet, it is wrong to conclude that they were 

entirely powerless even in the face of brutal oppression. Although racism and sexism interacted to 

popularize, or even institutionalize, negative stereotypes, these stereotypes have all been challenged 

by Black artists. The efforts of female artists of color have “resulted in a partial dismantling of those 

myths” (Farrington). Historian Patricia Morton and Black feminist bell hooks have argued that Black 

artists actively have appropriated and exploited their own negative stereotypes in order to assert 

control over them.  

The works of Black artists scrutinizes subjectivity and inscription in the idealized fantasy that 

is associated with whiteness in the Western tradition. Fleetwood suggests that portraits of black 

subjects by black artists “often serve as counternarratives to cultural and discursive meaning 

associated with blackness and black bodies” (Fleetwood), identifying and challenging historical 

attempts to regulate Black female sexuality. These artists construct a kind of decolonial aesthetics 

that acknowledges and does not adhere to racialized and sexualized aberrance. Through artistic 

representations and forms, they contribute to dismantle the continuities of colonial attitudes toward 

Black female identity that still take place even after formal decolonization.  

During the Harlem Renaissance and again at the time of the Civil Rights Movement, Black 

artists were inspired and motivated to use visual imagery as a countermeasure to weaken the impact 

of negative Black stereotypes. In the 1950s and 1960s, Black artists offered alternative sets of 



cultural definitions and images that resulted in major structural changes. One of the most tenacious 

stereotypes that they worked to debunk was that of Aunt Jemima. Aunt Jemima originally came from 

a minstrel show as one of their pantheon of stereotypical African American characters, added to the 

mythologized cast in the post-antebellum era. Aunt Jemima is a brand of pancake mix, syrup, and 

other breakfast foods currently owned by the Quaker Oats Company of Chicago. Here it is clear how 

Euro-american imagination is projected upon Black female identities to satisfy the colonialist’s 

desire to romanticize their relationship with another community. African American scholar Anna 

Julia Cooper argued that the appeal of Aunt Jemima and the southern domestic ideal were part of the 

North’s fascination with southern traditions as part of American’s “unwritten history” (Cooper). 

After emancipation, progressive African American women strongly considered Aunt Jemima’s 

image as a setback that inspired a regression in race relations.  

 Jeff Donaldson and Joe Overstreet, two artists of the Black Art Movement, took advantage 

of the likeness of Aunt Jemima and transformed the docile “Mammy” into an image of power. Jeff 

Donaldson’s Aunt Jemima (and the Pillsbury Dough Boy) ’64  presents a physically commanding 

woman who is locked in a violent conflict with a pot-bellied, club-wielding policeman. The fight is 

set against the background of an American flag whose stripes have been distorted to form chevron 

patterns reminiscent of African textiles, which can be interpreted as a metaphor of a chaotic, 

reordered America. Donaldson in this piece redefines Aunt Jemima as someone powerful, forceful, 

perhaps even threatening, quite capable of protecting herself against police brutality. In defiance to 

her stereotype, she is not depicted as powerless. She is given the agency to engage in a confrontation 

with her attacker.  

In Joe Overstreet’s The New Jemima, a “pop rendition of the pancake maker-turned-warrior” 

smiles cheerfully at the viewer, holding a machine gun by her hip. Pancakes fly fluttering through 



the air, probably a reference to the Quaker Oats brand. The hardly implicit symbolism of the 

pancakes functions as a commentary on a variety of issues, including the disturbing racism that 

underlies the stereotype, but also how American consumerism (exemplified by the Quaker Oats 

company) relentlessly keeps exploiting the representation and identity of Black women in order to 

thrive and profit. It alludes to the violent reaction to the stereotype that Aunt Jemima embodies. On 

top of that, once again, like Donaldson, Overstreet places agency and power into Aunt Jemima’s 

hands, proving her ability to revolt and act violently against the economy that exploits her. The 

written words at the top say “Made in USA,” which go hand in hand with the imagery of the flying 

pancakes. Together they shed light upon America’s oppressive capitalistic society that takes 

advantage of Black women.  

Kara Walker, best known for her tableaux of cut-paper silhouettes that explore Black 

sexuality and gender-based violence, contributes to the dismantling of the stereotype of the Mammy. 

Walker comments on the dismissal of the Black woman as a cursory afterthought, referring to the 

colonialist’s projected fantasies, stating “Having no place in the memory of her creators as a creation 

she becomes a realized figment of collective imagination, an avatar of the collective unconscious. A 

plantasmatic figure, she is everywhere, in every place” (Walker). She condemns a paradox 

reminiscent of that in the white European treatment of enslaved women, which is an incongruous 

combination of repulsion and desire. In response to history she produces artworks that are racially 

and sexually coded with controversial silhouettes that represent life-size human figures, “physically 

placed within clumps of landscape and psychologically placed within the fragmented narratives of 

the antebellum South” (Wallace-Sanders). Her work makes explicit yet nuanced and fantastic 

references to the mythification of Black women’s womanhood. She interweaves fantasy and reality 

of fictionalized scenes of slavery in her tableaux, some of which directly address the cultural 



constructions that have devastating impacts on Black women’s bodies and identities. The work of 

Kara Walker arguably contributes to the partial dismantling of colonial myths that have plagued 

Black women’s identities throughout history, including the false paradigms that portray Black 

women as good caregivers to white children and bad mothers to their own children (the big 

desexualized Mammy), and the myths which claimed that Black women were “unrapable” due to 

their inherent promiscuous nature.  

As mentioned above, Black women have faced multiple forms of racist and misogynistic 

oppression – sexual violence, economic exploitation, merciless subjugation and inscription of their 

bodies, etc. One specific strand was the myth of the big Mammy, which was developed by white 

Southerners in order to “redeem the relationship between black women and white men within slave 

society in response to the antislavery attack from the North during the ante-bellum era, and to 

embellish it with nostalgia in the post-bellum period” (Thurber). Walker identifies the stereotype of 

the Mammy constructed by the Euro-American imagination via the naming of her pieces, including 

the piece titled The Big Black Mammy of the Antebellum South is the Embodiment of History. The 

big Mammy is “the object of Oedipal longing within the plantation family romance… sucked and 

fucked she is the ultimate ‘earth-mother’ wholly submissive yet defiant” (Wallace-Sanders). The big 

Mammy is “a critical muttering thing, sucking your young, and ignored by her creators… To all who 

have fed on the often sour breast milk of the wandering Mammy-as-History it comes as no surprise 

that history has been declared dead…” (Wallace-Sanders). As the explicit title of Walker’s work 

effectively pinpoints the inscription of Black female identity, it directly engages the audience in 

reflection and memory of the injustice, which lies in the ideology that has constructed the Mammy. 

The unequivocal statement that exists as Walker’s title – The Big Black Mammy of the Antebellum 

South is the Embodiment of History, presents how bodily imagery were used to uphold an entire 



system of domination. The Mammy was given attributes that white Western culture associated with 

masculinity. She was desexualized, maternal and nonthreatening to white people but hostile towards 

men.  

The Mammy, like the other stereotypes, is so pervasive as she is useful to the oppressors in 

so many ways in maintaining, justifying and euphemizing social subjugation. Walker’s explicit 

naming thus grapples with the history of how the sociocultural narratives and metaphors of a white 

supremacist society have striven to regulate the people whom it has oppressed and exploited through 

the use of stereotypes. The mythification of the Mammy figure moved into the twentieth century and 

was perpetuated relentlessly. The Mammy was a key figure in the southern American family, for her 

labor was grossly capitalized on, and thus white culture invested a good deal of time and effort into 

developing her image, resulting in the proliferation of her stereotype. Walker recognizes this, 

articulating her panoramic and unbroken vision of America’s racist history in the context of the 

stereotyping of the Mammy, “History. My constant need or, in general, a constant need to suckle 

from history, as though history could be seen as a seemingly endless supply of mother’s milk 

represented by the big black Mammy of old. For myself, I have this constant battle – this fear of 

weaning. It’s really a battle that I apply to the black community as well, because all of our progress 

is predicated on having a very tactile link to a brutal past” (Walker). She seems to inhabit an 

elaborate understanding of the fact that the positioning of the symbolic, historical and familial figure 

of the mammy is positioned not only as history but also as a myth that is set up to be internalized 

even after the formal abolition of slavery – another project to perpetuate white supremacist projects.   

In her other projects, Walker touches upon the traumatic nature of sexual and racial 

oppression also by referring to colonialist myth-making and Western fantasies that were projected 

onto Black female bodies. Her series titled Emancipation Approximation starts with explicit 



representations of a woman and a swan coupling, “confronting the animalistic image of black 

women’s sexuality as represented in colonialist myths” (Walker). In these representations, the Greek 

myth of Leda and the swan was weaved into the re-imagination of the brutal history of racial 

domination in Northern America. Walker offers a “Black variation of the transformation motif” 

(Walker), where the protagonists of the tableaux are Black women, hermaphrodites, mutants, etc. – 

men with swans’ heads as penises and swans with men’s heads. Such chaos depicted is 

incomprehensible at first glance. However, these visuals should not be mistaken for an attempt to 

accurately represent history. Rather, they’re meant to emit a horrific sensation that’s posited beside 

or in relation to history – a sensation that spurs the audience to think about how Black women’s 

bodies have continued to bear the gross burden of exploitation in Western culture. Here Walker is a 

Black woman “making use of [her] own materiality within narratives in which Black women are the 

subjects” (Brooks). Walker is pinpointing the oppressive myths surrounding Black body image, 

which represent structural and attitudinal barriers that infringe on a Black woman’s rights and free 

agency when it comes to her sexuality and control over her own corporeality. On top of that, she also 

reveals how the icon of the Black female “remains the central vortex of alienation in transatlantic 

culture,” for they have been and continue to be systematically undermined and mythically 

configured, for the sake of the continuation of white supremacy.  

Faith Ringgold produces painted story quilts, which blur the line between "high art" and 

"craft" by combining painting, quilted fabric, and storytelling. She has coined the phrase “wild art” 

to describe art by Black women that was designed to “purge the painful emotions that are associated 

with living under oppression” (Farrington). “Wild art” is about rage, and in the artist’s own words, 

about “an obsession we cannot escape;” “so we isolate it, picture it, and then we are free to let it go” 

(Ringgold). Ringgold identifies the systematic rape of enslaved women that has haunted American 



history and distorted the definition of Black femininity as one of these “pictures” that she ultimately 

“lets go” through her production of wild art. In her Slave Rape series, Ringgold highlights how the 

African woman’s sexuality became a commodity once she entered the New World. In her piece 

Fight: To Save Your Life, Ringgold depicts a monumental Black female nude who is modeled after 

the “crazed Saints” in Alice Walker’s In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens – women who “stared out 

at the world wildly, like lunatics – or quietly, like suicides” (Walker). These crazed saints “were 

[their] mothers and grandmothers” who were treated by the New World’s order like breeders, 

“[animals] whose monetary value could be calculated precisely in terms of [their] ability to 

reproduce” (Farrington). The system of slavery has heavily shaped their experience of motherhood. 

Capitalist efforts “harnessed [their] fertility for its dollar value” (Farrington). The woman in 

Ringgold’s Fight is identified by the artist as self-reflexive, representing “both a universal and a 

personal experience (Farrington) related to the burdens of motherhood and the losses experienced by 

enslaved women. Ringgold’s woman gently holds her rounded stomach, “perhaps intending to draw 

our attention to the abdomen as the locus of the uterus and of life” (Farrington). We are reminded 

that this woman is more than an objectified victim, but also a spirit who is nourishing another life. 

More significantly, the woman holds an axe at her side, which suggests that she is not completely 

unprotected and has a degree of agency even in the monstrous environment that oppresses her. The 

weapons she holds in her hands indicate her ability to defend herself.  

Kara Walker also touches on the topic of motherhood under slavery in her peculiar and 

disturbing depictions of childbirth and of children in vulnerable situations. She depicts scenes that 

imply abortion or infanticide, which could be the slave woman’s “means of revolt against forced 

breeding” (Shaw). Two tableaux depict women giving birth standing up, and infants falling lifelessly 

onto the ground, dangling from delicate umbilical cords. Another depicts a mother throwing babies 



away. These chaotic, tragic tableaux convey a world in pandemonium, where maternity comes with 

loss, misplacement, forgetting, decease, casualties… They represent the horrific experiences and 

traumatic nature of what it means to be a mother when one was not allowed to be a mother. In other 

words, they tell the story of women who were impregnated by the sexual exploitation of their 

oppressors then were not given the right to be mothers to their children due to circumstances of 

enslavement.  

When women artists paint the female nude, they “become the objects of their own self-

reflexive desires as well as active surveyors of their own bodies” (Farrington). When women are 

representing themselves, they are asserting dominion over their own bodies. Feminist art critic 

Maryse Holder notes that women artists of recent decades record an experience that empowers 

female “sexualism” with mythic qualities. These mythic qualities defy the exoticized stereotypes that 

have been inscribed by white culture. An example is the depiction of the unthreatening Mammy as a 

warrior who can defend herself against brute force with armed weapons. Within this context artists 

work to create new paradigms for the representation of Black women.  

Another example is how Ringgold redefines the erotic. Audre Lorde states that women’s 

fearless and open acceptance of their own bodies and sexuality – what she calls the “erotic” – is vital 

for overcoming sexual oppression. In Sister Outsider, Lorde explains that she uses the power of the 

erotic to battle debilitating states of mind, such as resignation, despair, depression, self-effacement. 

Within this framework, by tapping into Lorde’s conceptualization of the erotic as a state of sexual 

empowerment and self-awareness, Ringgold is able to reclaim the Black woman’s body and image 

and replace the stereotype of sexual promiscuity with one that acknowledges female sexuality. In the 

Slave Rape series, Ringgold’s wide-eyed female nudes “communicate an acceptance and awareness 

of their bodies as entities that exist independently of male control” (Farrington), all while holding 



weapons that represent agency. Their bodies, configured by a Black female artist, do not 

accommodate the scrutiny of male attackers or male viewers.  

As earlier mentioned, Holder notes that artists have been effectively empowering female 

sexuality with mythic qualities. Ringgold contributes to such empowerment by granting her female 

subjects the ability to triumph over slave catchers, reverting the hero/victim formula as determined 

by history. In several paintings in the Slave Rape series, she introduces several unconventional 

elements: the women are armed; the male figures are not heroes but appear to be victims and running 

away from the women. In one painting the slave catcher is “decapitated metaphorically” by the 

picture’s left edge and therefore disempowered. Ringgold refers to this cropped male figure as “a 

fragment of a man.” This fragmentation results in a destabilization that strips a man of his privilege. 

Moreover, the brush held by Ringgold can be interpreted as a weapon of sort. Lisa Farrington 

examines the “penis-as-paintbrush” metaphor: Ringgold’s paintbrush is transformed into a weapon 

of castration. Within the Freudian context of downward displacement, if one interprets the slave 

catcher’s missing head as a castration, the rape of the African women is impossible since the male 

figure has been cut off blow the genitals. Ringgold’s fragmentation of the slave catcher renders him 

the sexual object that is mutilated, thus successfully conflating victim and victimizer.  

Black women’s bodies have been subjected to excessive pathological distortions and have 

been perceived as the “other” both in terms of their race and gender. Their bodies have been reduced 

to representations of sexual depravity, licentiousness and aberrance. Black female sexuality has not 

been considered humane, but animalistic by white society. Their maternal capacity has been turned 

into a commodity to be exploited. In contemporary art, many women artists attempt to reclaim the 

Black female identity by reforming their image as free of patriarchal inscriptions. They use a variety 

of techniques, such as reworking the myths, parody, and role-reversal.  
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